Download Ping Golf Club Loft Chart
Understanding the ping colour chart and colour code system used by Ping will enable you to select a set that
best suits your game. Ping’s unique colour code refers to lie angle, which is the angle between the clubs shaft
and the sole of the club, in relation to its length.PING offers a variety of grip sizes and styles to fit different
hand sizes and texture preferences. Since grip size influences your wrist action, and therefore the direction of
your shots, it is commonly used by fitters to affect ball flight.PING offers a variety of grip sizes and styles to fit
different hand sizes and texture preferences. Since grip size influences your wrist action, and therefore the
direction of your shots, it is commonly used by fitters to affect ball flight.With thanks to Ping Golf, here is the
specification table for their G5 irons. You’ll see that there is 3 to 4 degrees of loft (equating to roughly 10-15
yards distance) between each club. So, the loft on the 3 iron is 21 degrees, and on the 4 iron 24degrees etc.Ping
G15 Iron Specifications describe loft angle, lie angle, length, bounce angle, offset and swing weight for each
club. ... Club Loft Lie Length Bounce Offset Weight; ... In Golf. What is the loft angle of taylormade M4
irons?The clubs are listed in order of shot distance, from shortest (putter) all the way up to the longest (driver).
Club lengths will of course vary, to suit the height of the golfer - some typical club lengths are given. In addition
to being a Golf Club Loft Chart, the table is a Golf Club Distance Chart, as well.HYBRID SELECTION
CHART: SEE WHICH HYBRID GOLF CLUB REPLACES YOUR OLD IRON OR WOOD (LOFT,
LENGTH, LIE) >> Since the Rules of Golf allow you to use only 14 clubs, it's important not to carry two or
more clubs with similar performance qualities. For instance, if... – VOTED #1 GOLF SITE!The loft degree of
golf irons typically ranges from below 20 to 41 degrees. However, there is no official loft assigned to each club;
angles may vary slightly across manufacturers.To read a Ping i3 review and view i3 irons for sale, click the
following link: Ping i3 reviewThe angle of the face of the club with respect to the shaft is called loft.Drivers, 2
and 3 irons have very little loft. Wedges, and short irons have considerable loft by design. And, as your intuition
tells you, the more highly lofted a club is, the higher will be the trajectory of your ball.

